




AVAILABILITY OF WATER
1. Gravitational (free) water- Water percolates deep, due to the gravity, in the 
soil, is called ‘gravitational water’. This is not available to plants for 
absorption.(too deep) 

2.Hygroscopic water- Fine soil particles imbibe/ adsorb water and hold it. This 
is called ‘hygroscopic water’. Roots cannot absorb it. 

3. Combined water – Water present in the form of hydrated oxides of silicon, 
aluminum, etc., is called ‘combined water’. It is also not available to plants for 

absorption.

4.  Capillary water- Some amount of water is held in 

pores present between the neighbouring soil particles, due to capillarity. This is 
called Capillary  water.  ONLY CAPILLARY WATER is avilable for absorption.





Properties of water
-It is in the liquid form at room temperature 
- is the best solvent for most of the solutes. 
-It is inert inorganic compound with neutral pH when in pure 
form.
-water is best transporting medium for dissolved minerals and 
food molecules.
-It is best aqueous medium for all biochemical reactions 
occurring in the cells.
-It is an essential raw material for photosynthesis. 
-Water has high specific heat, high heat of vaporization and high 
heat of fusion.
-it acts as thermal buffer.















ROOT STRUCTURE OF ROOT

Root is the main organ of water 
and mineral absorption.

Terestrial plants –absorb water 
in the form of liquid from the 
soil 

Epiphytic plants – (orchids) 
absorb water vapours from air 
with the help of epiphytic roots 
having special tissue called 
velamen

Typical root is divisible into four 
different 
regions.
Root cap 
Zone of cell division
Zone of Elongation 
Zone of Absorption
Zone of Maturatio











STRUCTURE  OF ROOT HAIRS
-presnt at the zone of absorption 
-epidermal cells (epiblema cells) form unicellular hair like extensions called 
root hairs.
Structure of root hair :
-Root hair is cytoplasmic extension (prolongation) of epiblema cell. 
-Each root hair may be approximately 1 to 10mm long and tube like structure. 
-It is colourless,unbranched, short-lived (ephemeral) and very delicate. 
-It has a large central vacuole surrounded by thin film of cytoplasm, plasma 
membrane and thin 
cell wall, which is two layered.
- Outer layer is composed of pectin and inner layer is made up 
of cellulose.
- Cell wall is freely permeable but plasma membrane is selectively permeable



1. Plants absorb water from the rhizosphere
(the microenvironment surrounding the 
root)

2. Root hair absorbs water by employing three 
physical processes that occur sequentially-
imbibition, diffusion and osmosis.



The rhizosphere is the zone of soil surrounding 
a plant root where the biology and chemistry 
of the soil are influenced by the root. As plant 
roots grow through soil they mostly release 
water soluble compounds such as amino acids, 
sugars and organic acids that supply food for 
the microorganisms.



IMBIBITION

1. Imbibition is swelling up of hydrophillic colloids due to 
adsorption of water. 
2. Substance that adsorbs water / liquid, is called as imbibant
3. And water/ liquid, that gets imbibed is called as imbibate.            
4.  The root hair cell wall is made up of pectic compounds and 
cellulose which are hydrophillic colloids. During Imbibition, water 
molecules get tightly adsorbed without the formation of solution. 
Imbibition continues till the equilibrium is reached. In other words, 
water moves along the concentration gradient.









-Diffusion results in the diffusion pressure (D. P.) which is directly 
proportional to the number of diffusing particles.           
-Diffusion pressure of pure solvent (pure water) is always more than the 
diffusion pressure of solvent in a solution.
-The difference in the diffusion pressures of pure solvent and the solvent 
in a solution is called Diffusion Pressure Deficit (DPD) or Suction Pressure 
(SP). 
The term was coined by B.S. Meyer (1938).
-Now a days, term water potential is used for DPD. 
- the term DPD is actually the thirst of a cell with which it absorbs water 
from the surroundings. 
-Water arro diffusion wall has more diffusion pressure than cell sap.
- Due to this, water moves in the cell by 
diffusion.



Facilitated diffusion : 
The passive absorption of solutes when mediated by a carrier, is 
called Facilitated diffusion.
- Particles that are lipid soluble can easily diffuse through 
lipoproteinous cell membrane. 
-The diffusion of hydrophilic solutes has to be facilitated because 
their diffusion across the membrane is difficult. 
Membrane proteins provide such sites for facilitated diffusion. 
-These proteins are aquaporins (8)and ion-channels. 
-These proteins help move substances across membranes without 
the expenditure of energy. 
-Concentration gradient must be present for the molecules to be 

diffused through facilitated diffusion.







Endo-osmosis : It is the migration of the 
solvent into the cell. It causes turgidity 
of cell i.e. Cytoplasm becomes turgid.qq

Exo-osmosis : It is the migration of 
solvent from the cell outside. It causes 
flaccidity of cell

Osmosis is of two types



Three types of solutions are 
recognized viz, 
i. Hypotonic (weak solution or strong 
solvent) having low osmotic concentration.

ii. Isotonic having such a concentration of 
solution where there is neither gain nor 
loss of water in an osmotic system. In other 
words, concentration outside and inside the 
cell is same

iii. Hypertonic (strong solution or weak 
solvent) having high osmoticconcentration.







Importance of T. P. : 
-It keeps cells and 

organelles stretched. –provides support to 

the non-woody tissues –essential for cell 

enlargement during growth –maintains shape of 
cell and –facilitates opening and closing of stoma.



Improtance of Osmosis :
It is responsible for absorption of water into 
root 
-maintains turgidity of cell
-facilitates cell to cell movement of water.      
-offers resistance to drought, frost, etc  
- helps in the drooping of leaflets and leaves in 
vicinity of “touch me”





Water Potential (ψ):

According to the principle of 
thermodynamics, every component of a system is having a definite 
amount of free energy which is used to do work.
- Osmotic movement of water is on the basis of free energy. 
-Free energy per molecule in a chemical system, is called its chemical 
potential. 
-Chemical potential of water is called water potential.
- It is represented by Greek letter psi (ψ). 
-Water potential of protoplasm is equal but opposite in sign to DPD It has 
negative value. 
-The unit of measurement is in bars/ pascals/ atmospheres











Osmotic pressure is a pressure of the 
solution, which is required in opposite 
direction,so as to stop the entry of 
solvent molecules into the cell. 
Osmotic pressure of a solution is 
equivalant to the pressure which must 
be exerted upon it to prevent flow of 
solvent across a semipermeable 
membrane. 
Thus D. P. D. = O. P. – T. P.
( ∴ T. P. = W. P.)
∴D. P. D. = O. P. – W. P.
In a flaccid cell, T. P. Is zero ∴ DPD = OP
In a turgid cell, DPD is zero ∴ TP = OP



T. P. Is the pressure exerted by turgid cell sap on 
to the cell membrane and cell wall. In a fully 
turgid cell, DPD is zero.
- Cell wall being thick 
and rigid, exerts a counter pressure on the cell 
sap. This is called Wall pressure (W. P.). 
In a fully turgid cell, T. P. = W. P. But operating in 
opposite direction.



-Water potential of pure water is higest and value 
always zero. 
-Addition of any solute in it, decreases its 
psi (ψ) value. Therefore, any solution  has negative 
value. 
-Water always flows from less negative potential to 
more negative water potential (i.e. From high water 
potential area to low water potential area). 
-Difference between water potential of the adjacent 
cells decides movement of water through 
plasmodesmata across the cells.








































































































































